This README file contains some background information and guidance on The School District of Philadelphia (SDP) End-of-Year Report (EOYR) data.

These data sets were developed in 2020 and include data for the 2019-2020 End-of-Year Reports.

The School District of Philadelphia is not able to release a scored School Progress Report for the 2019-2020 school year due to the school closures and assessment cancellations related to the COVID-19 pandemic. Instead, the District is releasing unscored end-of-year summary reports for each school to share information on the metrics that are available for the 2019-2020 school year. This file contains the data for the metrics that are included on these reports. Additional information on the 2019-2020 End-of-Year Reports is available at the School District's website: philasd.org/performance/eoy

If you have any questions or require any additional information, please contact us at opendata@philasd.org.

TAB DESCRIPTIONS:
README – Contains notes & explanations of data
EOYR SY2019-2020 – Contains all metrics & data
EOYR SY2019-2020 ES – Contains Elementary Schools’ metrics & data
EOYR SY2019-2020 MS – Contains Middle Schools’ metrics & data
EOYR SY2019-2020 K8 – Contains K8 Schools’ metrics & data
EOYR SY2019-2020 HS – Contains High Schools’ metrics & data

NOTES:
a. This file contains rounded data used for the EOYR calculations.
b. These data should not be used to calculate aggregate scores for the district or any unit of observation other than individual schools.
c. The tabs with subsets of data by report type (ES, MS, K8, HS) only contain the metrics relevant to the report type. (E.g., the MS report tab does not contain College & Career metrics.)

School-District-Data-Sets-Terms-of-Use.pdf – Terms of use for the open data sets from The School District of Philadelphia.

EOYR METRIC FIELDS:
Score – Score
Denom – Denominator

EOYR METRICS:
% Reading at Grade Level - Grades K-2 Score
% Reading at Grade Level - Grades K-2 Denom
PSSA - English Language Arts: % Proficient or Advanced Score
PSSA - English Language Arts: % Proficient or Advanced Denom
PSSA - English Language Arts (3rd Grade): % Proficient or Advanced Score
PSSA - English Language Arts (3rd Grade): % Proficient or Advanced Denom
PSSA - English Language Arts (4th Grade): % Proficient or Advanced Score
PSSA - English Language Arts (4th Grade): % Proficient or Advanced Denom
PSSA - English Language Arts (5th Grade): % Proficient or Advanced Score
PSSA - English Language Arts (5th Grade): % Proficient or Advanced Denom
PSSA - English Language Arts (6th Grade): % Proficient or Advanced Score
PSSA - English Language Arts (6th Grade): % Proficient or Advanced Denom
PSSA - English Language Arts (7th Grade): % Proficient or Advanced Score
PSSA - English Language Arts (7th Grade): % Proficient or Advanced Denom
PSSA - English Language Arts (8th Grade): % Proficient or Advanced Score
PSSA - English Language Arts (8th Grade): % Proficient or Advanced Denom
PSSA - English Language Arts: % Advanced Score
PSSA - English Language Arts: % Advanced Denom
PSSA - Mathematics: % Proficient or Advanced Score
PSSA - Mathematics: % Proficient or Advanced Denom
PSSA - Mathematics (3rd Grade): % Proficient or Advanced Score
PSSA - Mathematics (3rd Grade): % Proficient or Advanced Denom
PSSA - Mathematics (4th Grade): % Proficient or Advanced Score
PSSA - Mathematics (4th Grade): % Proficient or Advanced Denom
PSSA - Mathematics (5th Grade): % Proficient or Advanced Score
PSSA - Mathematics (5th Grade): % Proficient or Advanced Denom
PSSA - Mathematics (6th Grade): % Proficient or Advanced Score
PSSA - Mathematics (6th Grade): % Proficient or Advanced Denom
PSSA - Mathematics (7th Grade): % Proficient or Advanced Score
PSSA - Mathematics (7th Grade): % Proficient or Advanced Denom
PSSA - Mathematics (8th Grade): % Proficient or Advanced Score
PSSA - Mathematics (8th Grade): % Proficient or Advanced Denom
PSSA - Mathematics: % Advanced Score
PSSA - Mathematics: % Advanced Denom
PSSA - Science: % Proficient or Advanced Score
PSSA - Science: % Proficient or Advanced Denom
PSSA - Science (4th Grade): % Proficient or Advanced Score
PSSA - Science (4th Grade): % Proficient or Advanced Denom
PSSA - Science (8th Grade): % Proficient or Advanced Score
PSSA - Science (8th Grade): % Proficient or Advanced Denom
PSSA - Science: % Advanced Score
PSSA - Science: % Advanced Denom
Keystone Exam - Algebra I: % Proficient or Advanced Score
Keystone Exam - Algebra I: % Proficient or Advanced Denom
Keystone Exam - Algebra I: % Proficient or Advanced (9th Graders Only) Score
Keystone Exam - Algebra I: % Proficient or Advanced (9th Graders Only) Denom
Keystone Exam - Algebra I: % Advanced Score
Keystone Exam - Algebra I: % Advanced Denom
Keystone Exam - Literature: % Proficient or Advanced Score
Keystone Exam - Literature: % Proficient or Advanced Denom
Keystone Exam - Literature: % Advanced Score
Keystone Exam - Biology: % Proficient or Advanced Score
Keystone Exam - Biology: % Advanced Denom
Keystone Exam - Literature: % Advanced Denom
ACCESS for ELLs: % 4.5 or Above Score
ACCESS for ELLs: % 4.5 or Above Denom
PSSA - Mathematics: Average Growth Index (AGI) Score
PSSA - English Language Arts: Average Growth Index (AGI) Score
PSSA - Science (Grade 4): Average Growth Index (AGI) Score
PSSA - Science (Grade 8): Average Growth Index (AGI) Score
Keystone Exam - Algebra I: Average Growth Index (AGI) Score
Keystone Exam - Biology: Average Growth Index (AGI) Score
Keystone Exam - Literature: Average Growth Index (AGI) Score
ACCESS for ELLs: % of Students Meeting Growth Target Score
ACCESS for ELLs: % of Students Meeting Growth Target Denom
% of On-Track Students Earning Credits Required for Promotion Score
% of Off-Track Students Earning Credits Required For Promotion Score
% of Off-Track Students Earning Credits Required For Promotion Denom
PSSA - Mathematics: AGI for the Lowest-Performing 33% of Students Score
PSSA - English Language Arts: AGI for the Lowest-Performing 33% of Students Score
Keystone Exam - Algebra I: AGI for the Lowest-Performing 33% of Students Score
Keystone Exam - Biology: AGI for the Lowest-Performing 33% of Students Score
Keystone Exam - Literature: AGI for the Lowest-Performing 33% of Students Score
% of Students Attending 95% or More of Instructional Days Score
% of Students Attending 95% or More of Instructional Days Denom
% of Students Attending At Least 90% but Fewer than 95% of Instructional Days Score
% of Students Attending At Least 90% but Fewer than 95% of Instructional Days Denom
% of Students Attending At Least 85% but Fewer than 90% of Instructional Days Score
% of Students Attending At Least 85% but Fewer than 90% of Instructional Days Denom
% of Students Attending At Least 80% but Fewer than 85% of Instructional Days Score
% of Students Attending At Least 80% but Fewer than 85% of Instructional Days Denom
% of Students Attending Fewer than 80% of Instructional Days Score
% of Students Attending Fewer than 80% of Instructional Days Denom
Annual Retention Rate Score
Annual Retention Rate Denom
% of Students with Zero In-School Suspensions Score
% of Students with Zero In-School Suspensions Denom
% of Students with Zero Out-Of-School Suspensions Score
% of Students with Zero Out-Of-School Suspensions Denom
Student Survey: School Climate Rating (% of most positive responses) Score
Student Survey: Participation Rate Score
Parent Survey: School Climate Rating (% of most positive responses) Score
Parent/Guardian Survey: Participation Rate Score
Four-Year Cohort Graduation Rate Score
Four-Year Cohort Graduation Rate Denom
First-Fall College Matriculation Rate Score
First-Fall College Matriculation Rate Denom
AP, IB, & NOCTI Exams - Participation and Performance Score
AP, IB, & NOCTI Exams - Participation and Performance Denom
AP, IB, & NOCTI Exams - % of 12th Graders Participating but Not Meeting Benchmark Score
AP, IB, & NOCTI Exams - % of 12th Graders Participating but Not Meeting Benchmark Denom
AP, IB, & NOCTI Exams - % of 12th Graders Not Participating Score
AP, IB, & NOCTI Exams - % of 12th Graders Not Participating Denom
SAT & ACT Exams - Participation and Performance Score
SAT & ACT Exams - Participation and Performance Denom
SAT & ACT Exams - % of 12th Graders Participating but Not Meeting Benchmark Score
SAT & ACT Exams - % of 12th Graders Participating but Not Meeting Benchmark Denom
SAT & ACT Exams - % of 12th Graders Not Participating Score
SAT & ACT Exams - % of 12th Graders Not Participating Denom
FAFSA Completion Rate Score
FAFSA Completion Rate Denom
Student Survey: College and Career Readiness Rating (% of most positive responses) Score
% of Teachers Receiving an MMS Rating of Distinguished Score
% of Teachers Receiving an MMS Rating of Distinguished Denom
% of Teachers Receiving an MMS Rating of Proficient Score
% of Teachers Receiving an MMS Rating of Proficient Denom
% of Teachers Attending 95% or More of Days Score
% of Teachers Attending 95% or More of Days Denom
Student Survey: Student Perception of Quality of Teacher Practice (% of most positive responses) Score